CHAMPIONSHIPS

4th FAI Pan American Paraliding – Baixo Guandu, Brazil
The power of will! 105 pilots (7 women) from 20 nations (10 Pan Am) participated in this competition, threatened by the raising of the Covid-19 pandemic. Local organisers and authorities worked very well and after the competition no infection was reported. Back to the race: the weather was really challenging but the Meet Director knew very well the area and with the help of the Task committees, was able to set up and close 5 tasks in 6 competition days. "Only" 273 km was the whole flown distance, but it was a tough race every day. The general organization was very good. The only bug was the safety briefing, done a bit too quickly. Three accidents reported: unintentional rescue deployment at take off, ankle sprained at landing in tall grass and a rescue after a uncontrollable cravat.

Results
- Overall: 1. Rafael Saladini, 2. Frank Brown, 3. Cristiano Ricci da Silva. All from Brazil

Fabio Loro

HG XC Class Sport, 2, 5, Women 1 World – Groveland, USA – April 19 to May 1.
Cancelled.

PG Accuracy Asia – Kazakhstan – May 30 to June 7.
Postponed to 2022.

HG XC European 1 – Monte Cucco, Italy – July 4 to 18.
Postponed to 2022.

PG XC European – Nis, Serbia – July 18 to August 1.
Postponed to 2022.

HG XC Class 1 Pan-American – Texas, USA – August 2 to 14.
Cancelled.

PG Aerobatic World – Trasaghis, Italy – August 5 to 14.
Postponed to July 6 to 17, 2021.

PG Accuracy European – Romania – August 28 to September 5.
Postponed to 2022.

PG XC Asian Oceanic – Australia – Bright – December 5 to 19.
Cancelled.
TEST EVENTS

HG XC World Class 1 – Krushevo, N. Macedonia.
Cancelled.

PG XC World – Chamoux-sur-Gelon, France.
Cancelled.

PG Accuracy World – Prilep, N. Macedonia.
Cancelled.

The 2021 championships will program extra training days before each event.